Working with GLOBUS you will have the opportunity to

- Partner up with a strong and innovative market leader.
- Provide end-customers with a specific on-demand sales formula.
- Benefit from a very short lead time (48 hours).
- Be supported by a highly skilled multilingual customer service. Participate in "GLOBUS on-the-road" training events.
- Refer to an R&D team of experts set to constantly realize and develop new products.
- Benefit from the best Made in Italy production.
- Take advantage of a variety of ongoing promotion initiatives and get advice from skilled consultants.
- Access all GLOBUS end-customers marketing and communications tools.
- Quick post-sales service fulfillment.
- Over 5,000 square meter factory.

WHY GLOBUS?
MISSION

Excellent solution, for a better life
Sports performance, health and beauty treatments.
Providing technological solutions for a better life.
For everyone. Always.

VISION

Improvement by innovation
Relentless innovation and non-stop technological research
to provide unique solutions always in compliance with the
strictest safety standards in the industry.

CORE VALUE

Our daily commitment
- TEAM WORK
- INNOVATION
- TRUST
- RESPONSIBILITY
- QUALITY
- GREAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICE
WINNING IN SPORT

GLOBUS was established in 1984 by Pierpaolo Lucchetta, current CEO and former professional athlete and Olympic bronze medalist in Los Angeles.

Thanks to Pierpaolo’s first-hand experience and personal dedication to improve athletic performances and injury recovery, GLOBUS has gained a leading position in the way to excellence.

“With your talent you can win a game, but it’s only with the team work that you can win the championship”

TO GLOBUS EXCELLENCE
KNOW-HOW

Non-stop Research and Innovation

GLOBUS established a dedicated research department in 1995 (CRG) to provide scientific support for futuristic products and services.

CRG cooperates with a wide international network of Universities and Research Institutes to continuously develop innovative products and solutions conceived and designed for professional and non-professional users all over the world.

This is the way Globus brings innovation to the complete range of its products.

NUMBERS

- COMPANY TURNOVER
  2017: € 7,800,000
- PRODUCTION CAPACITY
  € 100,000 pcs per YEAR
- GROWTH
  2017: +24%
  2018: +25%
- PEOPLE IN GLOBUS
  48
GLOBUS is an Italian company based in Treviso, with its own branches in USA (established in 2006) and Brazil (established in 2008). A strategic presence to coordinate sales and technical assistance in the respective markets.

GLOBUS distributes its products in over 72 countries worldwide through a network of local distributors and agents.

OUR DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

GLOBUS has a strategic presence in the following countries:

- ALBANIA
- ALGERIA
- ANDORRA
- ARGENTINA
- ARMENIA
- AUSTRALIA
- AUSTRIA
- BELARUS
- BELGIUM
- BOLIVIA
- BRAZIL
- BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
- BULGARIA
- CANADA
- CZECH REPUBLIC
- CHINA
- CYPRUS
- COLOMBIA
- COOK ISLANDS
- CROATIA
- DENMARK
- ECUADOR
- EGYPT
- EL SALVADOR
- ESTONIA
- FINLAND
- FRANCE
- GERMANY
- GREECE
- GUATEMALA
- HONDURAS
- HUNGARY
- INDIA
- IRAQ
- ISRAEL
- ITALY
- IVORY COAST
- JAPAN
- LATVIA
- LITHUANIA
- LUXEMBOURG
- MACAU
- MALAYSIA
- MARTINICA
- MEXICO
- MOZAMBIQUE
- NEW CALEDONIA
- NICARAGUA
- PANAMA
- PARAGUAY
- POLAND
- PORTUGAL
- QATAR
- ROMANIA
- RUSIA
- SAUDI ARABIA
- SERBIA
- SLOVAKIA
- SLOVENIA
- SOUTH AFRICA
- SOUTH KOREA
- SPAIN
- SWEDEN
- SWITZERLAND
- TUNISIA
- TURKEY
- UKRAINE
- UNITED EMIRATES
- UNITED KINGDOM
- URUGUAY
- USA
- URUGUAY
- VENEZUELA
- VIETNAM
- YEMEN
- ZAMBIA
- ZIMBABWE

GLOBUS holds the following certifications:

- EC Quality Assurance System Certificate
- Quality Management System Certificate
  - ISO 13485:2003
  - ISO 9001 (in progress)
- FDA - U.S. Food and Drug Administration
- CFDA - China Food and Drug Administration (in progress)
- INMETRO - Instituto Nacional de Metrologia, Qualidade e Tecnologia
- IEx - Associação IEx de Certificações
Robotic Machine for Health

REHAB LINE

kineo
INTELLIGENT LOAD
ROBOTIC MACHINE FOR SPORT

kineo
INTELLIGENT LOAD

SPORT LINE
Thanks to the skills and knowledge acquired in the human field, GlobusVet aims to be the benchmark for veterinarians who seek high-performance tools for pets' health and wellness. With all the best-known therapies (Diathermy, Laser, Electrostimulation and Tens, Ultrasound and Magneto), GlobusVet presents a range of products developed with specific parameters and protocols.
OUR ADVISORS

GIAN NICOLA BISCIOTTI, PhD
Former Milan FC Internazionale trainer, currently head Physiologist of the Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine hospital in Doha (Q).

RUBEN OSCAR ARGEMI, Physician
PanAmerican Federation of Sports Medicine, American College of Sports Medicine, European College of Sports Medicine, Fédération Internationale de Médecine du Sport (FIMS).

FABRIZIO BORBIA, MSci
Specialist in Myo-therapy, Sports Taping, Orthopedic and Sports Rehabilitation, Kinesiology, Water Rehabilitation, Osteopathy and Posturology.

GIANNAROLO BOSCHETTI, MSci
Founder of PhisioHp, center for the training of professional athletes. In 2014 one of his athletes won an EBU boxing title.

FABRIZIO BORBIA, MSci
Specialist in Myo-therapy, Sports Taping, Orthopedic and Sports Rehabilitation, Kinesiology, Water Rehabilitation, Osteopathy and Posturology.

GIANPAOLO BOSCHETTI, MSci
Founder of PhisioHp, center for the training of professional athletes. In 2014 one of his athletes won an EBU boxing title.

ENRICO DAZZAN, Physiotherapist (PT)
Specialist in Sports and Orthopedic Rehabilitation, Specialist in tecartherapy (diathermy), Myofascial Pain & Dysfunctions Treatments.

BRENO MOREIRA LEITE
Bachelor in Physical Education and Physiotherapy, Specialist in Sports and Orthopedic Rehabilitation and idealizer and coordinator of the UAIS Sports Center Project in Luanda (Ang).

WHAT THEY SAY

Our distributors say:

REHAB MEDIC, Barcelona, Spain | www.rehabmedic.com
“GLOBUS is a top-notch company offering us a complete product range and excellent value for money deals. After all the years we worked together, we have now turned a work relationship into a real and meaningful partnership where our mutual goals are perfectly aligned.”

ALEJANDRO ENCISO, CEO Slendershop (Bogota, Colombia) | www.slendershop.com
“Knowing that GLOBUS products are made entirely in Italy equals “reliability and safety” to us. Entrust our customers to GLOBUS gives us peace of mind knowing we made the best choice.”

DAMIEN PAUTRAT, Impulseo Sarl (Beziers, France) | www.electrofitness.com
“We have been doing business with GLOBUS for more than 10 years. We truly appreciate their drive to constant innovation and the broadness of their product range. Fast delivery, frequent promotion initiatives and complete trust, built during all these years working side by side, are all assets that will make our business flourish for a long time.”

NEIL PHILLIPS, CEO Set Piece (Feltham, UK) | www.setpiece.co.uk
“Often, when people ask me about GLOBUS I use a common saying: “There is no great distributor without a great supplier.” GLOBUS has always shown to be a great supplier through a great ability to listen, develop technologically advanced products, and support its business partners.”
WHAT THEY SAY

People working in sport say:

CLAUDIO FILIPPI, FC Juventus (Italy) goalkeeper trainer.
*The Soccer Training Machine is crucial to modern goalkeeper training. I can reenact the shots of the best players, I can recreate the trajectory of the most insidious cross kicks, I can train players’ technical skills repeatedly and precisely, I can train players’ reflexes providing them at the same time with appealing workout, and I can also train players’ technical and acrobatic skills. What an amazing machine!*

MASSIMO BARBOLINI, 2007 & 2011 world champion with Italian volleyball national team and trainer.
*I have chosen GLOBUS Winshot for both its power and precision. We can playact situations where the ball speed and angle are way more accurate than what you can get during a match. From a technical point of view, there is no wear and tear on the balls, plus its wireless technology allows us to move freely within the gym.*

LORENZO BERNARDI, Italian professional volleyball player and trainer.
*Winshot is essential to train repeated service, floating even, in a short amount of time. This way I can train every skill of my players at the same time reenacting every possible match situation.*

NANDO SCARPELLO, Al Sadd Sports Club (Qatar) soccer goalkeeper trainer.
*The training routine I have developed around Eurogoal by GLOBUS has allowed my goalkeepers to reach performance levels I’ve always thought unattainable before.*

GIANLUCA SPINELLI, Italian national team & Genoa Club (Italy) goalkeeper trainer.
*Today I couldn’t live without the Soccer Training Machine. I use it to train a multitude of my athletes’ skill, being able to reenact entertaining and captivating match situations, setting up surprise kicks as well as repeated ones. Thanks to its long-lasting battery, I can move it freely within the pitch. What does the coach think about it? He loves it, he wants one for himself now!*
Our long history, since 1984
Over 30 years as a point of reference in the medical, recovery, prevention and high-performance training device industry.
GLOBUS SPORT DAY 2018